Hi there,

- As we informed Bruxelles and the teams yesterday, the french daily Le Monde has published this afternoon extracts of testimonies collected by MSF in Kosovo, at the end of September. The article is very strong and is now quoted by other agencies, newspapers, etc. So, you probably will have some reactions from your national press. You can refer them to Peter, in Bruxelles and to me, in Paris.

In the article of Le Monde, it is said that these testimonies are part of a report issued by MSF: that is not true and our teams in the field are not doing inquiries about serbians forces exactions. The stories that Myriam (an MSF volunteer) has collected are the ones told by the civilians during the medical consultations.

- You can find herewith the little dossier that we did two weeks ago and in which the MSF position is summarised. You all have already received it, but just in case you need it again. Sorry, it is still in french.

Salut à tous. Bises.
bénédicte.